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ABSTRACT
In recent years, quality of experience (QoE) has been
investigated and proved to have both influential factors on
user’s visual quality and perceptual quality, while the
perceptual quality means user’s requirement on personalized
content should be acquired in optimized quality. That’s to
say, those segments holding user interested content such as
highlights need to be allocated more network resource in a
resource-limited streaming scenario. However, all the
existing HTTP-based adaptive methods only focus the
content-agnostic bitrate adaptation according to limited
network resources or energy resource, since they ignored
user perceived semantics on some important segments,
which suffered less quality on the important segments than
on those ordinary ones, so as to hurt the overall QoE. In this
paper, we have proposed a new semantic-aware adaptation
scheme for MPEG-DASH services, which decides how to
preserve bandwidth and buffering time depending on
content descriptors for the perceived important content to
users. Further, a semantic-aware probe and adaptation
(SMA-PANDA) algorithm has been implemented in a
DASH client to compare with conventional bitrate adaptions.
Preliminary results show that SMA-PANDA achieves better
QoE and flexibility on streaming user’s interested content
on MPEG-DASH platform, and it also aggressively helps
user interested content compete more resource to deliver
high quality presentation.
Index Terms—MPEG-DASH, quality of experience,
content-aware, video personalization
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Internet streaming prefers the delivery of video
service over HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) for its
performance of adaptive rate switching and free to firewall.
Among the all available HAS standards, MPEG's Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) is the best
one to handle varying bandwidth conditions during a
streaming session[1]. Most of rate adaptation based methods

are designed for DASH to decide how to probe the available
bandwidth accurately, and switch or adapt efficiently to
improve the fairness, efficiency and stability of network
performance[2-5], as well as trying to achieve satisfaction on
end-users’ QoE with subjective utility originated from video
bit rate[5-7]. In our previous work[6], a content-aware
adaptation scheme has been introduced to improve QoE for
high-motion scenes, where the segments was allocated a
certain proportion of buffered time depend on the motion
rank to download the higher quality representation than the
actual bandwidth. However, all of those for DASH
streaming are irrespective of semantic features of the
segmented video, and the adaptation decisions are employed
to optimize just for the average quality of all scenes
presented to viewers. This may scale down the perceived
quality for the interesting scenes according to users’
preference, and thus achieve less optimized QoE for the
delivered video streaming services.
In this paper, we investigated the temporal structure of
soccer video and take the shot as an adaptation unit ranked
by semantic importance and motion activity. We further
proposed an innovative content-aware QoE optimized
adaptation decision, which encourages the highlights of
soccer video, namely interesting content, to be allocated
more resources and prevented from stalling and buffer
starvation. We implemented an optimization algorithm of
SMA-PANDA over the popular MPEG-DASH to evaluate
our algorithm. Preliminary results show that content-aware
adaptation decisions achieve better QoE when compared
with conventional PANDA scheme and motion-aware
PANDA scheme.
2. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS AND CONTENT
DESCRIPTOR
When parsing a video program semantically, a scene is
recognized as a complete story unit. A scene consists of a
sequence of shots, and the shot is a set of frames with the
similar features. Normally, a scene is ranked with different
importance according to the story’s ongoing tempo, and a
shot is also ranked with different importance to the scene

according to the cameraman’s purpose. In an encoded
MPEG4/H.264 video stream, high motion content with the
same QoE often results into a big amount of data size in the
same duration [6-7]. According to that, we think the shot is
the most appropriate semantic unit for adaptation purpose.
In this section, we introduce some work on detection of
video highlights and rank the excitement of each streamed
segment.
2.1. Semantic analysis for soccer video
We only need hard cut, and then divide the soccer video
into a sequence of shots according to the color histogram
based methods[9]. The view types of the shots were
recognized as long view, medium view, close-up view and
out-field view by grassland ratio based methods[10]. The
sequence of shots was clustered into three types of normalplays, highlights and replays guided by temporal producing
structures as Fig. 1.

Normal-play (NP): where a long view focuses on the
field, or changes to a medium view or close-up only
for demonstrating special information about the match.

Highlight (HL): highlights encloses a user’s excitement
moment when goals, sudden shots or such semantic
events occur. We automatically located highlights by
analyzing excitement time curve aroused by affective
features[11].

Replay (RP): We detected replays from producerspecific logos[10], mostly they are inserted in the end of
a highlight by the producer.
or
(1) normal playing

All the shots included in a highlight are the most
exciting content except the out-field shots.

A replay is not more exciting as a highlight, but it is
more important than normal-play scene for it holds a
lot of information about the highlight.

All out-field shots are less important than the other
shots in the same scene because they are often
sidelights.
Assuming the semantic importance is 3 levels, the
strategy to rank semantic importance (sii) of each shot (shi)
is denoted as:
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where the view type of each shot is denoted as sti, and its
value is assigned as 1: close-up view, 2: medium view, 3:
long view and 4: else.
2.1.2. Motion type of shots
Motion activity describes whether the intensity of
activity, action, or motion is low, normal or high in the
video content. The motion activity is evaluated by motion
features derived from motion vector of macro-blocks.
Suppose frame k is divided into
macro-blocks, where
M and N are the numbers of macro-blocks in row and
column. Let mvmn(k) denote the motion vectors of block (m,
n). Motion activity (mak) of the frame k is denoted as
mak 

1
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M



N

  mv  k  
mn
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If a shot is composed of K frames, its motion type is
ranked by the mean and standard deviation of motion
activity of all the frames it includes. We use k-mean cluster
to classify the motion type (mt) of each shot into 3 types:
slow moving (mt = 1), gentle walking (mt = 2), and rapid
moving (mt = 3).

(2) highlight (h > h thr )

(3) replay

Fig. 1. Scene classification of soccer video.
2.1.1. Semantic importance of shots
As the production actions, the scenes and shots are hired
to play both semantic utilities: one is for excitement, and the
other is for information[12]. As users viewing video programs,
their perceptual demands also express infotainment,
sometimes they request exciting content, and sometimes
they only request information. Then, we can rank the
importance of the content for different semantic purposes.
Without loss of generality, we take the users’ excitement as
our optimized purpose.

The long view demonstrates little excitement in a
normal-play scene, but the medium and close-up views
often hold special information about the game tempo.

2.1.3. Decision to rank segments
Since a segment is not divided by the boundary of the
shot, the segment should normally be extended to the shot
which it belongs to. If the majority of the frames (f0…, fk-1,
fK) in a segment (segn) belongs to a shot (shm), then that
segment is regarded as belonging to that shot.
SIDn  m for max   f k  Seg n  f k  shm 
(3)
m 1... M

where SIDn is the shot identification of segn, and then the
semantic importance (ssin) and motion rank (sman) of segn
will inherit from that shot it belongs to.
ssin  siSID ,sman  maSID
(4)
n

n

2.2. Semantic markers for segments
In our approach of SMA-PANDA we want to show an
easy and straightforward way of using DASH for high
quality video streaming services. Hence, we require to allow
DASH-compliant communication mechanisms between the

conventional clients and the servers. Therefore, the MPD
file should be modified to include the content descriptors in
the definition of each segment property. Since the content in
each segment now are ranked by the vector <SID, ssi, sma>,
we add a property (“Marker=’SID: ssi: sma’”) of the
segment element in a MPD file and update the function of
MPD parser. The client can directly extract the content
descriptor of each segment when downloading MPD file
from the streaming server, then the adaptation engine makes
an optimization decision on which quality level to download
on condition of network status.
3. THE PROPOSED ADAPTATION SCHEME
In a MPEG DASH system, MPD file identifies the various
content components and the location of all alternative
streams. The conventional DASH player dynamically
chooses appropriate segments to adapt current bandwidth
and buffer status, and safe factor is used for determining
how the segments consuming link capacity. Since we have
extended the MPD file to hold a new marker on semantic
ranks, most of the users’ desired content can be downloaded
intelligently, we should focus the optimization designing on
the semantic-aware manners.
3.1. Designing Goals
The goal of content-aware adaptation was to
asymmetrically improve the content quality according to the
semantic importance while network resource is insufficient
for all segments to be downloaded with the best quality. We
identify the following optimization goals critically as:

Segments with higher semantic importance should be
optimized with higher utility to assure that users’
expected scenes are performing at higher QoE under
the limited resources.

Each segment should be allocated resources associated
with semantic and motion features. So to preserve
available buffer time for highlights, or to assign the
lowest safe factor to permit more bandwidth to them.

To monitor buffer fullness and adjust the safe factors
dynamically for different type of content in order to
prevent from buffer under-runs, as high motion
segments appear bigger data size on the average
quality in a representation.

Minimize the number of video quality oscillations, and
try to keep constant quality in the same scene.
3.2. Essentials for online algorithm
In order to implement our designing goals for semantic
content, the principal bit rate adaption named as PANDA[3]
are modified to optimize streaming quality according to
content descriptors.
3.2.1. Bandwidth estimation
Current bandwidth (bwn) is probed by the latest
downloading, and smoothed to the historic bandwidth (bwn-1)
by

bwn   

size  Seg n 1 

download _ time  Seg n 1 

 1     bwn 1

(5)

3.2.2. Semantic and motion based resources management
Current buffer (Bn) fullness is measured by the number
of remaining segments. In addition, we use lowest buffer
(Blow) status to prevent under-run, and use upper buffer (Bup)
to provide fairness or overrun limited memory. The safe
factor (sfn) and detected buffer status will be adjusted by
semantic importance and motion activity of each segment as
if  Bn  Blow repNo  0

elseif  Bn    Bup sf n    sman  ,Bavl    ssi n   Bn 

(6)

elsesf n   '  sman  ,Bavl   '  ssin   Bn 

where   sman  ,   ssin  ,  '  sman  and  '  ssin  are the factors
to regulate safe factor and buffer consumption according to
different content features. Current buffer is lower than the
lowest, we only need to switch to the representation with
lowest quality (repNo = 0). The safe factor is adjusted by
motion activity of the segment to be downloaded, while high
motion segment will be assigned lower sfn to consume more
bandwidth. The available buffer time (Bavl) is also adjusted
by semantic importance so that the highlights consumes
majority of remaining buffers time to download those
representations with better QoE but higher bitrate. If the
buffer status is not so good ( Bn    Bup ), higher sfn and lower
Bavl should be served for downloading a segment.
3.2.3. Reconcile rate selection in a scene
To prevent bit rates from switching too often which may
affect user’s experience in a shot, the selected rate of this
segment should be reconciled if it is in the same shot as the
last segment:
repNo  Segn 1 | SIDn 1  SIDn   repNo  Segn 
(7)
3.2.4. Time to schedule next downloading
Finally, if the download process reaches fullness, the
download time for next segment should be delayed by a
distribution:
if  Bn  Bup delayn      ssin    ,    ssin    
(8)
where  is the duration of each segment, it is often fixed to
1s, 2s, 4s, …, 10s, 20s in a list of segments.
3.3. Real-time and semantic-aware PANDA for DASH
The PANDA was generally used for quality-oriented
HTTP adaptive streaming. The original PANDA was
designed as content-agnostic bit-rate adaptation but it
worked well in a real-time streaming scenario. In this
section, we extend it to incorporate QoE optimized
adaptation with content features since the MPD file has
content markers. With the probing part of essential
resources, our online algorithm determines how to download
the next segment depending on its maker value under
current network status. Assuming Segn was the current
segment being fetched, the semantic-aware probe and adapt
(SMA-PANDA) was described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Semantic-aware PANDA for DASH
At the beginning of each downloading of segment n:
1）whether Segn and Segn-1 belong to the same shot
if SIDn  SIDn 1  bwn  bwn 1 gotostep5



(9)



else count  SIDn 1  SIDn  asKuntil  SIDn  K  SIDn  , gotostep2

2) probe the bandwidth as equation (5)
3) probe the buffer status, then adjust available buffer and
safety factor to prevent stalling as equation (6)
4) If there are M representations with bitrate ordered by
increasing from br[0], …br[M-1], assume all the left
segments of shot SIDn to be served the same bitrate,
maximize the representation index by
repNon  m, formax  m   K  br  m  sf n   Bavl  K  Blow   bwn (10)

The parameters used in above algorithms are set as the
default values as listed in Table 1. In the previous work, we
have introduced a content-aware adaptation scheme with
only motion activity [6], which proved that efficient resource
planning on different motion content could improve the
overall QoE. Here we name the motion-aware adaption
algorithm as MA-PANDA. We compare the performance of
our solution both with the content-agnostic PANDA
algorithm and MA-PANDA algorithm.
Table 1. Default client parameters
Parameters
Default values
 ,  , Blow, Bup, 
0.85, 0.5, 3, 20, 2s
  sman  1 ,  sman  2 ,  sman  3
1.6, 1.4, 1.1

5) Schedule the next downloading with the delayn
computed as equation (8) on condition of buffer fullness:

  ssin  1 ,  ssin  2 ,  ssin  3

0, 0.5, 0.8

 '  sman  1 , '  sman  2 , '  sman  3

1.3, 1.2, 1.1


0,Bn  Bup
TimetoDownload  

delayn ,otherwise

 '  ssin  1 , '  ssin  2 , '  ssin  3

0.4, 0.6, 0.9

  ssin  1 ,   ssin  2 ,   ssin  3

1/3, 1/6, 0

(11)

4. EXPERIMENTS & EVALUATIONS

ssi

4
2
0

sma

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms in
real-world scenarios, we have implemented the C-PANDA
in player prototypes included in libdash3.0 library [14]. The
win2003 server with IIS 6.0 and win7 clients are running on
virtual PC installed in a VMware 9.0 workstation. The
bandwidth of adapter of a server can be changed when the
server is running. This enables us to evaluate the
performance of the online adaptation algorithms. We
selected several clips from the Serie A 2014 and World Cup
2010, and both of them were the most famous soccer
matches. One game was AC Milan vs Chievo, and the other
was Brazil vs North Korea. They are all 3 minutes long with
4500 frames, and were encoded into six representations of
256kbps, 384kbps, 512kbps, 768kbps, 1Mbps and 1.34Mbps
with the resolution of 640x360 and 25fps. The encoded
videos were then transferred into 2-second segment MPD
manifest file with “marker” properties. Both the two MPD
files include 100 segments. The marker values of all
segments of the two videos were illustrated in Fig. 2 & 3.
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of ACMilan vs Chievo.
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We have considered two scenarios shown in Fig. 4: (1)
The video of AC Milan vs Chievo is streamed into a
bottleneck of 0.6Mbps/1Mbps separately with our proposed
C-PANDA and conventional PANDA, and this scenario is
aimed at showing the dynamic behavior on content-aware
QoE optimization and network performance of the proposed
algorithms. (2) Two connections sharing a broad-wave like
link whose available bandwidth vary from 1Mbp to 2Mbps,
and this scenario is aimed at showing the competition ability
between different semantic content in SMA-PANDA.

Fig. 4. The evaluation scenario.
4.1. Video streaming into a bottleneck
Fig. 5 and Fig.6 illustrate how PANDA and C-PANDA
select different representations under bandwidth of 0.6 and
1.0 Mbps. The conventional PANDA selects the proper
quality representation compared to the historical throughput,
MA-PANDA selects better quality representation for the
high motion content (e.g. segments 15-20 and segments 5058), and SMA-PANDA selects better quality representation
for the highlight content (e.g. segments 30-35 and segments
70-90). But PANDA just loses good quality on some
highlight segments, as it won’t reserve resources for them,
and PANDA even wins higher representation for the normal
scenes than the other algorithms. PANDA also varies very
often on representation selection especially in a high

Representation

PANDA

MA-PANDA

We used average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) converted as [15] to compare
average visual quality on a segment-to-segment manner.
50

PSNR(dB)

bandwidth environment, and it is regarded to hurt users’
experience. Because the MA-PANDA plays adaptions on a
shot which has been known as a smaller semantic unit than
the highlight, then MA-PANDA results more fluctuations on
rate-switching than that in SMA-PANDA. On the other
hand, SMA-PANDA performs better rate-switching in a
high bandwidth environment as Fig.6 for there was
sufficient resource that can be planned for the highlight.
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Fig. 7. Buffer status of ACMilan vs Chievo under
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Fig. 8. Buffer status of ACMilan vs Chievo under 1Mbps.
Fig. 7 and Fig.8 shows results for buffer consumption
status for the three adaptation algorithms. PANDA
maintains a certain portion of buffer occupancy to prevent
rebuffering after the streaming enters the stable situation.
MA-PANDA and SMA-PANDA attempts to exploit the
buffer occupancy on the segments according to the content
features, so that the reserved resource ensures the streaming
segments to cover the radical resource requirements of
highlights. However, the conventional PANDA just
maintains a certain amount of buffer time best effort without
any consideration to consume for the important scenes. This
will normally reduce the efficiency on resource management
and pull down the overall QoE of the streamed video. We
also notice that in all the runs no buffer under-runs occurred
in streaming by all the three algorithms, while the MAPANDA was more aggressive on buffer consumption than
SMA-PANDA, for the high motion content is also included
in normal scenes and the actual requirement of highlight
will be suppressed.

In Fig. 9 and Fig.10, we can see that the conventional
PANDA only obtain better PSNR quality on lower motion
content than MA-PANDA and SMA-PANDA (e.g.
segments 6-15 and segments 33-40 in Fig. 9 and Fig.10),
and the fluctuation of objective quality of PANDA
streaming is higher than MA-PANDA and SMA-PANDA.
While it achieves less MOS quality on higher motion
content than SMA-PANDA, for it consumes too much
resource on normal scenes that achieves less improvement
on highlight. SMA-PANDA reserves more resources for
highlight segments so that the minimum quality is
maximized and there is no any segment fell to unaccepted
QoE (MOS < 3.5) in Fig. 11 and Fig.12. For highlight
scenes, C-PANDA achieves higher MOS values when
compared to the PANDA (e.g. segments 35-45 and
segments 40-50 in Fig. 11 and Fig.12), and the amplitude of
quality switching with PANDA is higher than both MAPANDA and SMA-PANDA. Even MA-PANDA achieves
higher MOS values on high motion content than the other
two algorithms, SMA-PANDA achieves stable MOS values

compared to MA-PANDA in lower bandwidth as Fig.11, for
MA-PANDA is more sensitive to bandwidth fluctuations.

bandwidth(Mbps)

4.2. Two videos share broad-wave like link
In the shared broad-wave link, streaming of Brazil vs
North Korea start 3 seconds earlier than the video of
ACMilan vs Chievo. As shown in Fig. 13, the two streams
compete with each other for the limited bandwidth, and they
share available link according to the semantic importance
after segment 10. The highlight segments will win the
competition and achieve more bandwidth than those who are
not (e.g. segments 30-33 and segments 80-92 of ACMilan
vs Chievo; segments 50-58 of Brazil vs North Korea).
Link
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Fig. 13. Bandwidth sharing of the two streams.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed content features working on
both semantic level and signal level for QoE optimized
MPEG-DASH streaming. The performance of the SMAPANDA was compared with the conventional PANDA
algorithm and MA-PANDA, in terms of representation
selection, buffer consumption, and video quality based on
PSNR and QoE. Preliminary results show that semanticaware adaptation schemes are able to adapt video bit rate
based on both network bandwidth and video semantics, the
highlight proves better quality than those normal content,
and achieves stable representation switching and MOS
variations in the dynamic streaming. The schemes are able
to reserve buffer resources from low importance segments
when streaming into a bottleneck and enhance the
opportunities of high importance segments wining more
bandwidth in the sharing link. Considering that users’
personalized needs, the content-aware adaptation schemes
achieve higher QoE representations for more important
content. Besides the soccer video, this work also encourages
a roadmap to design customized DASH applications for
delivery of surveillance video[16] and remote sensing video[17]
in the future.
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